Greed

Belgian Dubbel

6.7%

17

6.8%

80

A malt forward Belgian ale. Belgian candi syrup gives this beer rich flavors of dark fruits. Semi-sweet malt with very low hop presence.

World's End

New World IPA

Tropical fruit aromas beckon the voyager onward as hop bitterness steadies the course. Malt sweetness flows even-keeled with the hoppy citrus zest as you’re swept away in a
crash of white foam. Equal parts smooth sailing and wild ride.

Umbel Pils

German Pilsner

5.0%

38

This Lager is hoppy, dry, bitter and sweet...everything a German Pilsner should be. The "umbel" is a central point of a hop bine from where each individual hop flower grows.
This beer will satisfy German beer drinkers, Light Lager fans and even hop-heads!

Peace Keeper American Wheat

5.3%

43

Bright citrus, a malty middle, and refreshing fruit twang join forces for a harmonious American wheat. Lemon, tangerine, and grapefruit aromas keep the troops happy during
lazy, hazy peacetime. Ceasefire or not, our beer's the bomb!

Double Barrel Oatmeal Stout

4.9%

15

Roasty, Toasty, Creamy, and almost Sweet. Soft and complex on the tongue without teetering to sweet or bitter. Served nitrognated for the perfect look and taste.

Hop Harvest

Hybrid Specialty Ale

6.9%

This is an Ale with a full malt body like that of an Oktoberfest. It also includes flavors of toasted malt and flowery hops. It includes a complex caramel sweetness.

Last Day

Black IPA, Ale

5.5%

66

This Black IPA is going to have the big citrus and pine flavors common to IPA's, but it will also have some dry roasted character from the dark malts used to give the beer its
opaqueness. We added Simcoe hops that have a very unique flavor and aroma profile. Sweet, roasted character, bittersweet chocolate and Hop, Hops, Hops!

Le Jus

New England IPA

6.0%

30

From Alarmist Brewing. This New England IPA get its flavor from Mosaic and Citra hops. A bit of lactose for body and underlying sweetness. Hazy, juicy, whatever the kids
use to describe this style these days.

FOS

Session Sour

4.5%

7

From Revolution Brewing. Freedom of Speach is naturally soured in the brew kettle and fermented out dry with a lower alcohol level. Our easy-drinking session sour
demonstrates a clean tartness, balanced out by an assembly of ripe peach flavor. Exercise your right to refreshment.

Munich Light

Munich Helles Lager

4.5%

18

Brewed for the beer hall in Helles lager style — bright, malty sweet, and barely bitter. Effervescent shine echoes golden Bavarian summers in the Alps as a crisp finish ushers
in autumn's Oktoberfest with a mighty "oom-pah-pah!"

